Spider Crane

Quality is soul and we sell for future
Spider Crane

Address: Zhenzhou City, Henan province, China.

The world's most cost-effective mini crane
Henan Seven Industry Co., Ltd

Email: info@sevencrane.com
Tel: (00)86-371-55576206
Mob&WhatsApp&Wechat: (00)86-182-37120067
Web: www.sevencrane.com

SS1.0 SS3.0
SS5.0 SS8.0

Company Profile

SS1.0

SS3.0

Model: SS1.0

Model: SS3.0

Capacity: 1T

Capacity: 3T

Max ground lifting height: 5.6M

Max ground lifting height: 9.2M

Max underground lifting height: 18M

Max underground lifting height: -

Max working radius: 5.07M

Max working radius: 8.30M

Dimension: 2140mmX600mmX1413mm

Dimension: 2900mmX800mmX1580mm

Weight: 1230KG

Weight: 2050KG

SS5.0

CE

CE

ISO
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SS8.0

CE

ISO

ISO

Model: SS5.0

Model: SS8.0

Capacity: 5T

Capacity: 8T

Max ground lifting height: 16.8M

Max ground lifting height: 17.8M

Max underground lifting height: 20.5M

Max underground lifting height: -

Max working radius: 16.00M

Max working radius: 15.7M

Dimension: 4950mmX600mmX2235mm

Dimension: 5033mmX1560mmX2278mm

Weight: 6000KG

Weight: 6500KG
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SS1.0

It can not only control the crane remotely, but also make the
heavy object to be lifted gradually.
Especially suitable for mechanical installation, used in places
with high precision of position.

Henan
Seven Industry Co., Ltd

Accurately display the weight of the object to be hoisted, make
it clear at a glance to protect the safety of the lifting arm.

SS1.0

The outrigger can be controlled in close range to avoid accidents
when the outrigger cannot be seen in complex environment.

Reasonable structure, only one weld, large contact area between
the boom, high strength, long service life.

The fuselage is 600mm wide and can be operated in a 3-ton
elevator or indoors.

The outriggers can be operated separately according to the
surrounding environment, or the four outriggers can be controlled
One key for the level of body

by the computer at the same time to achieve one-key leveling and
keep the body in a horizontal state.

After the boom is restored, the outriggers can be operated and crane
interlock system

travel availabel by forklift truck

can move to protect the crane's walking safety.

The crane is provided with a forklift position to facilitate
forklift transport

The machine can be operated from a long distance, which can
better protect people's safety in bad environment.

sensor of
outrigger on
the ground
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Each outrigger is equipped with a grounding sensor. When the
outrigger leaves the ground in danger, the machine will alarm and
stop working to ensure that the machine will not overturn.
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Product Parameters SS1.0

SS1.0

Working radius figure

Petrol Engine
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SS3.0
It can not only control the crane remotely, but also make theheavyo
bject to be lifted gradually.Especially suitable for mechanical
installation, used in places with high precision of position.

Henan
Seven Industry Co., Ltd

Accurately display the weight of the object to be hoisted, make
it clear at a glance to protect the safety of the lifting arm.

380v Electric power

SS3.0

Electric power, no noise, environmental protection, quiet.

The outrigger can be controlled in close range to avoid accidents
when the outrigger cannot be seen in complex environment.

Five section boom, extended long, shrink short, true double connecting
cylinder, can achieve a certain weight with the telescopic.

The maximum height of the body is 1.2 meters, which is convenient for
light trucks to pass through the bottom and transport.

Reasonable structure, only one weld, large contact area between the
boom, high strength, long service life.

The fuselage is 800mm wide and can be operated in elevator
or indoors.
One key for the level of body

interlock system

The outriggers can be operated separately according to the
surrounding environment, or the four outriggers can be controlled
by the computer at the same time to achieve one-key leveling and
keep the body in a horizontal state.
After the boom is restored, the outriggers can be operated and
crane can move to protect the crane's walking safety.

travel availabel by forklift truck

The crane is provided with a forklift position to facilitate
forklift transport

sensor of
outrigger on
the ground

The machine can be operated from a long distance, which can better
protect people's safety in bad environment.

Each outrigger is equipped with a grounding sensor. When the outrigger
leaves the ground in danger, the machine will alarm and stop working to
ensure that the machine will not overturn.
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lifting Charts -- SS3.0

Product Parameters SS3.0
SS3.0

Remote Control
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Henan
Seven Industry Co., Ltd

SS5.0
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Product Parameters SS5.0

SS5.0
It can not only control the crane remotely, but also make the heavy
object to be lifted gradually.Especially suitable for mechanical installation,
used in places with high precision of position.

SS5.0

Display different operation radius, different lifting weight, protecting
boom can not overload.
380v Electric power

12m/min)
φ12mm×120m

Electric power, no noise, environmental protection, quiet.

The outrigger can be controlled in close range to avoid accidents when
the outrigger cannot be seen in complex environment.

Five section boom, extended long, shrink short, true double connecting
cylinder, can achieve a certain weight with the telescopic.

Reasonable structure, only one weld, large contact area between the
boom, high strength, long service life.

The outriggers can be operated separately according to the surrounding
environment, or the four outriggers can be controlled by the computer at
the same time to achieve one-key leveling and keep the body in a
horizontal state.
interlock system

travel availabel by forklift truck

After the boom is restored, the outriggers can be operated and crane
can move to protect the crane's walking safety.

Electric Start
Fuel Oil
The machine can be operated from a long distance, which can better
protect people's safety in bad environment.

sensor of
outrigger on
the ground
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Each outrigger is equipped with a grounding sensor. When the outrigger
leaves the ground in danger, the machine will alarm and stop working to
ensure that the machine will not overturn.
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Henan
Seven Industry Co., Ltd

SS8.0

Working radius figure
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Product Parameters SS8.0

SS8.0
It can not only control the crane remotely, but also make the heavy
object to be lifted gradually.Especially suitable for mechanical installation,
used in places with high precision of position.

SS8.0

Display different operation radius, different lifting weight,
protecting boom can not overload.

380v Electric power
Electric power, no noise, environmental protection, quiet.

The outrigger can be controlled in close range to avoid accidents when
the outrigger cannot be seen in complex environment.

Five section boom, extended long, shrink short, true double connecting
cylinder, can achieve a certain weight with the telescopic.

One key for the level of body

interlock system

Reasonable structure, only one weld, large contact area between
the boom, high strength, long service life.

The outriggers can be operated separately according to the surrounding
environment, or the four outriggers can be controlled by the computer at
the same time to achieve one-key leveling and keep the body in a
horizontal state.

Electric Start
Diesel oil
Fuel tank capacity

travel availabel by forklift truck

After the boom is restored, the outriggers can be operated and crane
can move to protect the crane's walking safety.

The machine can be operated from a bad long distance, which can better
protect people's safety in environment.

sensor of
outrigger on
the ground
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Each outrigger is equipped with a grounding sensor. When the outrigger
leaves the ground in danger, the machine will alarm and stop working to
ensure that the machine will not overturn.
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Curtain wall installation

installation of glass

building construction

shopping mall
decoration

Electric power maintenance

Working radius figure
electric power
maintenance

electric power maintenance

indoor installation
of substation

Indoor and outdoor steel structure installation

indoor structural
installation
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installation of steel
structure of workshop

installation of steel
structure of workshop
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Other application

metro construction

railway construction

hotel decorate

Electric power maintenance

gardening construction

the top housing construction

helicopter maintenance

Electric power maintenance

enter the elevator to upper floor
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assembly line

pre-factory test
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